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Aspects of Digital Evolution: Geometry and Learning. Julian F. Miller1 and Peter Thomson1 1



Department of Computer Studies, Napier University, 219 Colinton Road, Edinburgh, EH14 1DJ, UK. Email: [email protected], [email protected] Telephone: +44 (0)131 455 4305 Abstract. In this paper we present a new chromosome representation for evolving digital circuits. The representation is based very closely on the chip architecture of the Xilinx 6216 FPGA. We examine the effectiveness of evolving circuit functionality by using randomly chosen examples taken from the truth table. We consider the merits of a cell architecture in which functional cells alternate with routing cells and compare this with an architecture in which any cell can implement a function or be merely used for routing signals. It is noteworthy that the presence of elitism significantly improves the Genetic Algorithm performance.



1. Introduction There is now a growing interest in the possibilities of designing electronic circuits using evolutionary techniques. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12]. Arithmetic circuits are interesting examples to choose to use to examine the issue of evolving digital circuits [1, 9] since there are well known conventional designs with which the evolved solutions can be compared. Additionally arithmetic circuits are modular in nature so that there is practical interest in trying to evolve new efficient designs for the small building blocks. Indeed we showed in our earlier work that more efficient designs could indeed be produced using evolutionary techniques (e.g. the twobit multiplier). We demonstrated how it was possible to evolve modular designs from which the general principle for building the larger system could be extracted (e.g. the two-bit ripple-carry adder). We also found that a modest increase in circuit complexity could mean that evolving the circuit became enormously more difficult (e.g. the threebit multiplier). Previously all our attempts to evolve digital circuits have involved evaluating the fitness of chromosomes using the complete truth table. Clearly such a procedure can lead to very slow evolution if the size of the truth table is large. In this paper we set out to examine whether it is feasible to use randomly chosen examples to evaluate the fitness of the chromosome. Recently we have begun to consider the relationship between the architectural platform used for circuit evolution and the ease with which circuit function can be evolved, and we examine a number of different configurations of functional cells and routing cells. In one scheme the rectangular array is divided into columns of functional cells alternating with routing cells, in another, the functional and routing cells make up a chequer-board pattern. These schemes are compared with one in which the GA decides whether a cell is to be used for function or routing. The results are presented in section 4.



All the experiments reported in this paper have involved a new chromosome representation that we have developed which closely follows the structure of the Xilinx 6216 FPGA. This differs from the previous structure on which we evolved arithmetic circuits which was modelled on less specific netlists. Although we have not yet employed the chip directly in the execution of our genetic algorithm, we are confident that the new representation will readily translate into the bit strings required to configure the device without violating the routing constraints.



2. A Chromosome Representation which Accurately Models the Xilinx 6216 Chip Since we are considering only combinational designs (non-sequential) it is vital to allow only feed-forward circuits. To achieve this we chose a cell connection scheme in which inputs are fed into a cell which are East-going or North going only. If the cell is a Multiplexer (mux) then we allow the control input of the mux to arrive from the North (indicated by ‘S’). This scheme is shown in Figure 1 below: The cells are numbered according to their column and row position with the origin at the bottom left hand corner of the array. All arrows pointing towards (outwards from) a cell represent inputs (outputs). The primary inputs connect to cells on the leftmost column and lowest row. The primary outputs exit the cells which are located on the topmost row and the rightmost column (in this case cells in column and row two). The cells are allowed to be one of the types shown in Table 1, where A and B represent ‘E’ and Fig. 1. The feed-forward ‘N’ inputs and C represents ‘S’ input. If a cell at connection of cells position (col, row) is a mux then the ‘S’ input is assumed to the ‘E’ output of the cell located at position (col-1, row+1). If the mux cell is located at column zero then we take the control input of the mux from the primary input located at position (-1, row+1). In such a scheme cells in the top row of the cellular array are not allowed to be multiplexers. The chromosome has four parts; functional, routing, input, and output. The functional chromosome is a set of integers representing the possible cell types as indicated by gate type in Table 1. For N cells in the rectangular array there are N pairs (i,j), i ,j {0,1,2}, of routing genes which make up the routing chromosome, where the first (second) element of the pair represents the North (East) output. If i or j equals 0 then the North (East) output is the connected to East (North) input, and if i or j equals 1 then the North (East) output is connected to the North (East) input If a routing gene is 2 then the corresponding cell output is a function of the cell inputs. Thus, the routing chromosome ignores the corresponding gene in the functional chromosome if its value is set to 0 or 1. The input chromosome has #rows + #columns elements. Each element can take any integer from 0 to #primary_inputs - 1. The output chromosome has #primary_outputs elements which represent the places in the cellular array from which the primary outputs are to be taken. To illustrate the interpretation of the chromosome



consider the chromosome example (Table 2), which represents a chromosome for a 3x3 array of cells as seen in Figure 1. For the sake of argument imagine that the target function is a 1-bit adder with carry. This has three inputs A, B, Cin and two outputs S and Cout. Table 1. Allowed functionalities of cells Gate Type -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5



Function !A & !C + !B & C A & !C + !B & C !A & !C + B & C A & !C + B & C 0 1 A&B A & !B !A & B



Gate Type 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



Function A ^B A | B !A & !B !A ^ B !B A | !B !A !A | B !A | !B



We read the chromosome in the following cell order (0,0) - (2,0), (0,1) - (2,1) and (0,2) - (2,2) as in Figure 1. The inputs and outputs are also read in as shown in Figure 1. Thus the cell at (1,1) is a multiplexer of type - 1 (see Table 1). Its outputs as indicated by (2,2) are routed out to North and East. The inputs on the bottom row are Cin, A, Cin, and along the left edge, A, B, B. The Outputs S and Cout are connected to the top row middle cell and top right hand corner cell (east output) respectively. Table 2. Example chromosome for 3x3 array Functional Part Routing Part 2,9,11,12,-1,6,14,4,-3 0,1,2,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,0,0,1,1,1,0,2,2



Input part 2,0,0,2,1,1



Output part 5,1



In the genetic algorithm we used uniform crossover with tournament selection (size 2). Winners of tournaments are accepted with a probability of 0.7. The routing chromosomes are all initialised to 2; 0 and 1 are only introduced by mutation, this is found to be more effective than random initialisation. We use a fixed mutation rate which can be expressed as the percentage of all genes in the population to be randomly altered. The breeding rate represents the percentage of all chromosomes in the population which will be replaced by their offspring.



3. Aspects of the Evolution of Digital Circuits 3.1 How does the effectiveness of learning depend on the number of examples? One of the fundamental problems with attempting to evolve digital circuits is that the size of the truth table grows exponentially with the number of inputs. This is not a problem if one is only trying to evolve quite simple circuits but would be a major difficulty if one were trying to evolve larger systems. The problem with digital circuits is that they are effectively useless even if a single output bit is incorrect. The degree of specification of the properties of an analogue circuit is not nearly so great as one is



usually trying to obtain output characteristics to within a certain error. The question of interest is whether it is necessary to present all the examples in the truth table to every individual chromosome, or whether one can merely distribute all the examples over an entire run of the GA. Secondly if one does present an incomplete set of examples to each chromosome for fitness evaluation, how should this be done? We decided to carry out a number of experiments to investigate this. We fixed the total number of examples presented to the GA while we varied the population size, the number of examples, and the number of generations. The examples were generated randomly and we looked at two scenarios: (a) a set of random examples was generated for each new population and each chromosome fitness was evaluated using this, (b) as set of random examples was generated independently for each individual chromosome. Using an incomplete set of examples for fitness evaluation means that the evaluated fitness for the chromosome is unlikely to be the same as the fitness calculated using the entire truth table. We refer to the former value as the apparent fitness, and the latter value as the real fitness. Throughout the GA run the apparent fitness is used except where the number of examples happens to equal that in the truth table. We always evaluate the real fitness of the best solution in each GA run after it has terminated. It is only by doing this that we can determine the effectiveness of this approach. 3.2 Functionality and Routing Our previous method of evolving pure netlists had been designed to limit the number of routing connections that each functional block could use to connect to its neighbours. We wondered whether it might make circuits easier to evolve using the new representation if this too was modified to limit routing and functionality. In other words, could the evolutionary process be forced, by limiting available resources, to converge more quickly to a desired 100% functionally correct solution. We conducted experiments in which the number of functional blocks and the number of routing blocks is pre-determined by the chosen geometry. In the linear chromosome, every odd numbered gene is chosen to represent a pure routing cell (we refer to this as a differentiated structure - an undifferentiated structure being one where there is no imposed difference between the cells). The functional cells were initialised to possess no routing, but could be mutated so that their outputs became routes. Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) below show the arrangement which would result from the selection of 3 x 7 and 3 x 8 geometries respectively - where F represents a functional block and S is a switching block.



FSFSFSF SFSFSFS FSFSFSF (a)



FSFSFSFS FSFSFSFS FSFSFSFS (b)



Fig. 2. Two differentiated structures with different geometries



Fig. 3. Geometry map for the experiments on the 2-bit multiplier



Thus if the number of columns in the chosen geometry is odd the functional and routing cells are arranged in a chequer board pattern while if the number of columns is even the entire columns of functional cells alternate with columns of routing cells. We carried out a large number of experiments with the geometries shown in Figure 3.



4. Results In section 4.1, experiments were carried out on a 3-bit binary multiplier, whereas all remaining experiments have been carried out on a 2-bit binary multiplier. The GA was always run with a 100% breeding rate, a 1% mutation rate. The fitness of the chromosomes was calculated as the percentage of correct output bits. 4.1 Is Learning by Example Effective? In Figure 4, parameters and results are presented for experiments in which a fixed number of randomly chosen examples (input combinations) were evaluated by every member of the population. It should be noted that in this set of experimental results, the total number of examples, which is equal to the product of the following quantities: number of randomly chosen examples, number of generations and population size. This is the total number of examples evaluated by the GA in each run. In figure 4 this is shown in multiples of 106, whilst the number of generations is presented in multiples of 103. We varied the number of random examples presented to each chromosome in the range 8 to 32. Our motivation here was to determine whether we could evolve the function using a subset of the total number of examples. We did not look at numbers of examples between 32 and 64 because we were attempting to investigate whether the circuit could be evolved whilst making a significant saving in terms of numbers of truth-table comparisons. Each experiment involved 10 runs of the GA. The standard deviation was calculated using the best solutions from each run. From all of these experiments, the first obvious conclusion is that evolution is much more successful at finding circuit design solutions when all possible examples (i.e. the entire truth table) is presented for fitness evaluation (Figure 4, result 2, GA with population size 20). It would appear that whenever a subset of examples is used the information is too sparse to allow the GA to properly converge upon the optimal solution (a circuit which is 100% functionally correct). This apparent lack of information with which the GA has to work is borne out by the fact that when the average final generation at which there was a design improvement (the ∆ generation) is analysed, it is found that fitness evaluations based upon the full example set produce a ∆ which was approximately half the total number of generations. The ∆ of all other runs was a factor of 10-20 smaller, thus, when a small example subset is used, the GA finds it very difficult to improve. An extreme case of this is when only 8 examples (from a total possible of 64) was used. In this case, the GA always achieved 100% apparent correct functionality for the examples given, and the ∆ value was extremely small (


the standard deviation was not zero when the full truth table was used. It would seem that reducing the sample set to a subset of the entire truth table either makes the search space too discrete (by the removal of vital information), or that the chromosomes carry little memory about past generation performance because the basis for optimisation is apparently changing continually. These results suggest that there is going to be very little hope that circuit designs can be directly evolved in this way by using sample subsets of the entire truth table, and that one must be prepared to accept that evolution needs perfect information regarding the circuit to be implemented. Indeed, it would seem that the greater the loss of information regarding the circuit to be evolved, the greater difficulty the GA has in performing well.



Fig. 4. Results for population based random examples. In fact, it makes very little difference to the GA performance whether scenario (a) is used, where the same set of random examples is used for each population member, or scenario (b) is used, where a new random set of examples is generated for each chromosome within the population. Even increasing the total number of examples examined by the entire GA run does not produce a significant increase in performance (Figure 4, results 8, 15 and 16, population sizes 44 and 80). What seems to be much more important is the fact that the set examples being used has been reduced in the first place. The truly outstanding result in Figure 4 is result 2, with population size 22, where all examples from the entire truth table were used. 4.2 Choosing Cell Layout and Geometry One of the potential problems with attempting to evolve circuits is the difficulty in routing the designs within the constraints of the implementation platform. This is



because devices do not possess an infinite routing resource with which to inter-connect its functional blocks. In our earlier representation we attached no cost to routing whatsoever and this made it easier to evolve functionally correct designs. When we carried out 10 runs of the GA using a 4x4 geometry of cells we obtained an average fitness of 98.12 (including numerous 100% solutions). However using our new chromosome representation we obtained an average of 94.06 with no 100% solutions. We decided to investigate this by initialising the circuit cell structure with increased routing resources, and further allowing initialised functional blocks to mutate into routing cells (the differentiated model from above). This could be compared with a scheme in which the Genetic Algorithm decides for itself how to employ cells, either as functional cells, routing cells, or indeed, a mixture of both (undifferentiated model). Thus we carried out ten runs of the GA (with 10,000 generations and population size 50) with geometries ranging from 9 rows by 2 columns to 2 rows by 9 columns (see Figure 3). It should be emphasised that when the number of rows and columns is fixed, this represents the maximum number of cells which may be used. In reality, the circuits may use any number of cells up to and including this maximum, and so the evolutionary process is in effect choosing the size. We also looked at the effect of using elitism. The results for the undifferentiated model are shown in Figures 5(a) 5(d) while those for the differentiated model are seen in Figures 6(a) - 6(d). The first immediate conclusion which can be drawn is that the use of elitism has a very considerable favourable impact on the quality of the solutions. Without elitism no 100% functional solutions were obtained with the experimental parameters. Indeed for some geometries 10 runs of 20,000 generations were carried out again no 100% functional solutions were obtained without elitism. The reason why in Figures 5(d) and 6(d) the graphs show “Number of 100% solutions” was because when elitism was used a great many cases had a best solution (of the ten runs) which was 100% or extremely close. When Figures 5 and 6 are compared with one another it appears to show that an undifferentiated cell structure is more effective than the differentiated pattern. However, one should be cautious about this conclusion because the number of functional cells which are available in a differentiated structure is approximately half that of the undifferentiated pattern. We know from our previous results that seven functional cells are the likely to be the theoretical minimum required to build the 2-bit multiplier, and many of the differentiated patterns do not possess a realistic number of actual functional cells to be able to find a 100% correct solution (i.e. the functional resources allocated are close to the theoretical minimum). Formerly, in our original chromosome representation, we were able to evolve many more 100% correct solutions because there was no effective cost incurred for routing. In other words, only functional cells were considered as bearing any actual cost. However, in this model, which is much closer to the actual Xilinx chip, cells have to be allocated to routing tasks and so represent a real resource cost. The more cells one gives over to pure routing functions - thereby reducing functionality, as in the differentiated cell approach - the more closely one operates to the resource margin. Therefore, a direct comparison of the undifferentiated and differentiated cell pattern is perhaps not entirely appropriate.



(a) no elitism



(c) elitism



(b) no elitism



(d) elitism



Fig. 5. Experimental results of runs with undifferentiated cell structure Another feature which shows up the strong dependence of evolutionary success on functional and routing resources is depicted in Figure 6(d) where the number of 100% correct designs increases dramatically as resources are increased (by increasing cell geometry - with 6 x 6 as the most effective). What needs to be established is whether the differentiated cell pattern can become more effective than the undifferentiated approach when equal numbers of functional resource are allocated. These results suggest that there needs to be a lot more work done to establish the relative importance of routing and functionality in attempting to evolve circuits. It is very tempting to concentrate purely on functionality when designing the GA for circuit evolution, and ignoring the inter-connectivity of cells and the available routing resources on the target device. There also needs to be a more open view of available architectures for evolution. It may be that the cell structure and connectivity arrangements currently employed by Xilinx are not best suited to the direct evolution of circuits, and that the entire process would benefit greatly from a more sympathetic internal architecture.



(a) no elitism



(c) elitism



(b) no elitism



(d) elitism



Fig. 6. Experimental results of runs with differentiated cell structure Figure 7 shows one of the 100% functionally correct evolved circuits. Each cell closely mimics the actual cells used on the Xilinx FPGA parts. As in our chromosome representation, the North and East (North and East going) connections to each cell are Fig. 7. Cell layout for fully evolved 2-bit multiplier inputs, whereas the South and West going connections are the outputs. This means, therefore, that the cell at location 2,0 on the grid is a multiplexer (designated by the M), with one input B1 and the other A0 (both primary inputs on the truth table) routed from neighbouring cell (1,0). The control line for the multiplexer is passed down from the cell layer above and is actually the output of the multiplexer located at (0,0). The smaller square inside the cells indicates the cell’s use as a functional logic gate, and the small circles on inputs and outputs of these denote logical inversion. The actual chromosome from which this circuit is generated is shown below: -1 0 -3 0 3 0 -4 0 8 0 4 0 -3 0 3 0 4 0 6 0 8 (Functional) 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 0 2 2 (Routing) 0 1 2 2 1 0 2 3 3 1 (Inputs) 2 9 4 0 (Outputs)



Fig. 8. The chromosome which produced the circuit of Figure 9



Note that the zero entries in the functional part of the chromosome denote the absence of cell functionality. In other words, the routing part of the chromosome will never refer to these genes because these cells are only ever used as routing paths.



5. Conclusions This paper has looked at a number of the issues that face researchers who are using evolutionary methods to create digital circuits directly. We are attempting to do this on a structure which is very closely modelled on that used by Xilinx on their 6216 FPGA part. Experiments were conducted with regard to the evolution of a 2-bit multiplier circuit design on this new representation, and results gathered which examined: (a) the possibility of using truth table sample sets (as opposed to the entire truth table), and (b) the issue of providing the circuit representations with greater routing facilities (by differentiating cells as either functional or routers). The first conclusion we may draw from our results is that it is extremely difficult to evolve functionally correct designs - even for a circuit as simple the 2-bit multiplier using samples which are subsets of the truth table. In other words, it seems that the GA cannot use incomplete training data to derive the operational circuit, but requires the full truth table as a basis for fitness evaluation. There appears to be too great a loss of information concerning the circuit to be evolved for this method to succeed. This is clearly unfortunate as it means that the GA must be able to examine the entire truth table for a particular function - and this may be very large if the number of input variables is large. It is worth noting that the performance of the GA was not markedly different for the various runs involving different numbers of examples (where this number was less that the total number available in the full truth-table). This is surprising, but it may be due to the fact that without a very large percentage of the truth-table to work with, the GA is not much different from a random search. Clearly, this is a matter for further investigation. We saw earlier that the number of cells used by the chromosome is variable but is bounded by the maximum number of cells available within a fixed geometry. When one considers allowing the maximum number of cells to be evolved, one would need to take into account the fact that initially smaller numbers of cells tend to produce higher fitnesses, although they eventually can be insufficient to realise the desired function. We feel that one needs to get the GA to reliably produce 100% functional solutions before one attempts to evolve the geometry. Another conclusion is that using a GA which employs elitism is a considerable advantage in finding designs - using this chromosome representation - which are 100% functionally correct. Without elitism the GA struggled to find any fully correct solutions for what is essentially a very simple circuit, but with elitism the results were markedly improved. Further, there appears to be a strong dependency upon the cell resources given to the GA and its ability to deliver fully working solutions. We are intend to carry out further experiments in which we allocate equal functional resources to both differentiated and undifferentiated cell structures to ascertain if one technique is indeed more effective. Our original, more successful, chromosome representation employed effectively resource free routing, and we feel that an cell pattern or



architecture which devotes more to routing must provide greater opportunity to evolve circuits which are functionally correct. It is possible that we could improve the performance of the GA by using the long-line routing that is incorporated into the Xilinx 6216 architecture.
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